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POWER TAKE OFF (PTO) ASSEMBLY
NEW TO THE AFTERMARKET

Transfers power from the vehicles transmission to All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) differential
• 100% new, not remanufactured
• General shop repair - no special transmission tools needed
• Easily bolts to back of transmission, connecting both front and rear drive shafts
• Restores drivability and All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) functionality

FAILURE MODE:
• Lubricant gels up due to overheating and water intrusion
• Bearing failure due to lubricant breakdown

SYMPTOMS OF ORIGINAL PTO FAILURE:
• Vehicle inoperative, poor vehicle performance, AWD will not engage and oil spots on pavement
• Crunching/grinding noises while turning
• Sulfer smell permeating into the passenger compartment

PTO LOCATION

600-234
Ford Edge, Explorer, Flex, Taurus, Lincoln MKT 2017-05

Think It’s Dealer Only? Check Dorman First!